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Energy-efficient equipment is 

absolutely essential to the 

future of the pool industry—and 

Hayward is leading the way. As 

a 2022 ENERGY STAR 

Partner of the Year, we're 

proud to be recognized by the 

US EPA for our energy 

management best 

practices, 

leadership, 

innovation and 

commitment to 

environmental protection.   

 

Hayward has the broadest 

range of ENERGY STAR 

certified pool pumps, 

including our innovative 

ultra-high efficiency 

variable speed pumps: the 

#1 rated pumps. 
 

They feature permanent magnet, 

totally enclosed fan cooled 

(TEFC) motors that deliver 

maximum energy efficiency and 

reliability. They are exceptionally 

quiet compared to single speed 

pumps when running at 

maximum speeds.  

 

The pumps are fully 
programmable with a 
touch pad control that 

can be rotated to four 
different positions or 
mounted to the wall 

for more convenient access.  
 

The pumps can operate 
independently, with Hayward 

Omni automation, or with 
competitive systems (via relay 
control). 

 

The TriStar® VS variable speed 
pool pumps are the most energy 

efficient according to EPA 
ENERGY STAR 3rd party testing 

data. 
Engineered for 
performance 
and versatility, 

the TriStar® XL 
delivers increased 

flow from extra-large 

3" unions, the removable 
strainer housing 

allows for more 

adaptable 
pump 

configurations, 

and the 
oversized 

strainer basket reduces cleaning 

and maintenance.  
 
Hayward’s 

Super 
Pump® 
VS 

variable-
speed pool pumps are a drop-in 
upgrade for the single speed 

pumps. 

TigerShark® 
- Robotic Pool Cleaner 

 
The Hayward TigerShark® is 

renowned for its solidity and 

efficiency. It cleans the bottom, 

walls and waterline. 

 

With its ASCL microprocessor 

(Adaptive Seek Control Logic), 
it calculates the shape and size 
of your pool to clean every spot 

efficiently. 
 

The Hayward TigerShark® is 
fully automatic, with no need 

for an exterior bag or pipe.  
 

Available in the Quick Clean 
(QC) version for full cleaning in 

under 2 hours and 
with an optional 

foam-brush for 
pools with tile 
finish. 
 

The optional caddy cart makes 

handling easier.  

 

 

Caddy Cart 

RC99385 

Scan to watch 

the video 

TriStar® VS 

Super Pump® VS 

TriStar® XL 

https://www.facebook.com/haywardmiddleeastasia
https://youtu.be/Xdl58EbjeUI


 

 

 

J&J Electronics PureWhite® 

LED light fixtures and lamps are 

the perfect choice for all pool 

applications: family pools, spas 

& heavy use commercial pools.  

Designed, engineered and 

assembled in 

the USA, 

the lights 

are available 

in 100W-

500W 

standard 

incandescent equivalent 

models.  

They all have a Zero Pixelation 

Lens, Heavy Duty 316 Stainless 

Steel construction and Industry 

leading 3-year limited warranty.  

Utilizing high performance Cool 

White LEDs, the appearance of 

pool water is improved by 

producing brilliant, natural 

looking light with uniformity of 

light intensity and saturation 

and with the option of multiple 

color temps: Warm White 

2700K & Cool White 6500K. 

The PureWhite® LED lights 

reduce energy consumption up 

to 90% and are compatible with 

most US manufacturers’ 

fixtures.  

The 

PureWhite® 

Pro lamps are 

the ideal replacement for your 

high wattage incandescent 

bulbs in the Hayward® 

AstroLite™ fixtures. 

Hayward® Spa Blower 
- Turbo Charge your Spa Experience 

 
The Hayward Spa Blower 
delivers quiet performance and 

powerful, soothing bubbles that 
instantly enhance any spa 

experience. 
  
A unique 

motor with 

replaceable 

parts 

extends 

product 

life, while a 

1-year warranty offers added 

peace of mind. Available in 

multiple voltages and 

horsepower ratings 

The full spring check valve 

prevents water 

from reaching the 

motor and a 

unique rubber 

motor base 

provides 

extremely quiet operation. 

With simple installation and 
maintenance, our Spa Blower 

will provide 
maximum 

relaxation every 
season along with 
the signature 

Hayward Jet Air 
fittings, Turbo Jet 

and heating solutions for a 
Totally Hayward Spa 
Experience. 

 

 

Super II® Pump  
3Hp 3ph 
 
Hayward® SuperII Pump 
models SP303053 and 

SP303063AZ are being 
discontinued. 

These 3 Hp SuperII Pumps have 
been 
popular 

with pool 
builders 

around 
the world.  

 
These 
efficient, 

large 
capacity 

pumps 
with 
three 

phase motors were built to last 
and engineered to perform 

under the most demanding 
conditions in both residential 
and commercial applications. 

 
The pumps are being 

discontinued due to the 
discontinuation of the 
manufacture of the motors 

required for these pumps by the 
motor supplier. 

 
If you are interested in securing 
any remaining pumps either for 

your project or as 
replacements, please contact 

your Hayward dealer/distributor 
as soon as possible. 
 

 

F1/F3/F5 

Pool Fixture 

S1 Spa Fixture 

PRO LED Pool/Spa 

Replacement Lamps 

SP303063AZ 

SP303053 

SP1450 Turbo Jet 

SP11434 Variflo 

Jet Air  
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